The Great Empatico Expedition

An adventure to make friends around the world!  


Educators across the globe have worked tirelessly over the past few years to support our young people through
unprecedented times. Despite the countless struggles that have been presented, the power of kindness and connection
shone through. As we celebrate children back in the classroom and prepare for the upcoming academic year, we
recognize the new challenges children may face and why social-emotional skills will be needed more than ever. The
Empatico Team is eager to bring joy back into the classroom by helping kids reconnect, make new friends, and build
meaningful

relationships

that

support

important

life

skills

including

empathy,

curiosity,

perspective

taking,

and

compassion.


The Expedition Program


Starting

in

September

2021,

Empatico

will

provide

educators

and

their

students

with

content

and

experiences

connecting one another while enabling the exploration and appreciation of similarities and differences. 

 

The Great Empatico Expedition will invite educators and students on a journey to develop SEL skills through fun and
engaging activities, games, and lessons that inspire students' creativity, nurture their innate kindness and curiosity, and
support their ability to be more compassionate people. Visually designed as a virtual game board, activities will be
grouped

in

regions

associated

with

social-emotional

skills

(Compassion

Canyon,

Identity

Island,

etc.),

encouraging

classrooms to explore each region to earn Empathy Explorer achievement badges. The content will be easily integrated
across school subjects, from science and history to literacy and art, many aligning to learning standards. New activities
will be added to the adventure board throughout the year and content will be promoted through monthly themed
campaigns and events.



Join Our Empathy Journey! 



Empatico is looking for partners to join our efforts to create connections around the world, populating the landscape of
The Great Empatico Expedition. Several partnership opportunities include
Creative ways for children to share stories (i.e. discussion boards, virtual galleries, video messaging, etc.
Co-creating and/or providing content and activities
Live, virtual or digital events 


About Empatico 

Recipient of a World Changing Ideas Award and recently featured on NBC Nightly News and CNN, Empatico is a free
digital platform that connects children around the world through virtual exchanges to build relationships, deepen
empathy, and bring learning to life.
with each other.

Our

mission is to empower children everywhere to build meaningful connections

Ultimately, Empatico aims to foster a more empathetic future generation. To achieve this, we provide

an all-in-one video conferencing platform compatible with in-person, remote, and hybrid learning environments.

It includes a matching algorithm to connect classrooms around the world and activities that are easily integrated 

into the classroom.

The Great Empatico Expedition

An adventure to make friends around the world!  


Activities



Tours around the World

Virtual Exchanges
Live video conversations between

Content that highlights global holidays,

partner classrooms (e.g., conversation

festivals, and experiences of children

starters for meaningful dialogue)


around the world


Student Games and Quizzes

Storytelling

Technologies that support gamified

Prompts and creative tools for kids to

learning experiences for kids (e.g.,

write, record, and share stories with

Empatico SEL Trivia)


global audiences

Asynchronous Communication

Community Challenges

and Reflection

Campaigns to encourage acts of

Tools for children to communicate with

kindness or problem solving (e.g., Earth

each other by text or recorded video


Day, World Kindness Day, Hour of Code)

Virtual Galleries and Presentations

Book and Film Clubs

Discussions, short videos, and author
read-alouds that explore SEL skills and
facilitate cross-cultural learning

Tools and activities for students to
create and share artwork and other
digital projects


Activities will be featured across the journey to help students develop core SEL skills, such as:


Respectful Communicatio
Bridging Differences & Learning about Other
Perspective-Takin
Being an Upstande
Collaboration


Compassio
Friendship & Connectio
Self-Awareness & Identit
Empathy & Kindnes
Curiosity

 



 



